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Are Harley past top-dead-center?
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W
ell, Harley's 2015 final quarter and full year results are
out, and while on face value at least it can be argued that
they are not as bad as might have been feared (and some
analysts have indeed tried to argue that), there is

nonetheless still much to be feared.
Many a learned treatise has been published down the years trying to figure out
just what exactly it is that markets really do measure through the mechanism
of share price.
On a simplistic level share price is a measure of the value that a stock market
places on a corporation - its market capitalization (or market 'cap' as it is known
colloquially).
This conventional wisdom presupposes that there is some kind of quantifiable
umbilical cord between share price performance and the performance of a given
individual company.
So, as a second tier of analysis, the share price is traded in the context of the
performance of other shares relative to the available capital being invested in
shares on any given day, week, month or year.
If all else fails, markets fall back on what is euphemistically called "market
sentiment" - which is code for "don't ask me, I've no idea
what is going on"!
Analysts who are heard blaming overall market
performance in the context of a foolishly claimed
understanding of what is going on with so-called "macro
economic" issues are fooling nobody except themselves.
In reaching for "macro economic issues" as part of the
explanation for what is happening to Harley's business
fortunes, is Harley's senior management saying that they don't understand what
has happened to them?
Has complacency and arrogance blindsided them to the changes that have taken
place around them?
The investor issues they are trying to grapple with are robbing them of the
resources they need to be able to kick-start the selling of more metal. Simple.
The company is so fixated on being a performing stock that it has lost sight of
what has happened in its own eco-sphere of the motorcycle industry this past
decade.
Avoiding this conundrum is not easy. It is a problem that often affects many top
performing corporations - indeed in the post Steve Jobs era, maybe Apple is
about to succumb to the same psychosis.
Addressing the concerns of investors often militates directly against being able
to address long-term core business needs. One way or another, satisfying
investors is all about sending money out of the company. In Harley's case this
is clearly happening as an alternate to spending it on equipping the balance
sheet to survive - to survive in the context of a motorcycle market that just could
not be more different to the one Harley grew fat on.
In that market investors were quite happy to see dividends driven by sales of
low grade Asian made riding leathers and aftershave.
However, at that stage Harley sat back and assumed that being able to gouge
brand loyalists for premium prices was a safe foundation for the future. It may
have been a safe foundation for management share options, but clearly was

fool’s gold in the long-term motorcycle industry context.
The first law of business opportunity tells us that if demand has gotten to the
point where consumers are future trading wait-list options on your products,
then it isn't going to be long before someone comes along and offers a better
cheese grater, or worse, that your cheese falls out of favor altogether. Other
snack foods are available.
The 35 percent increase in product development spending is a drop in the bucket
when it comes to the nature of product that Harley needs to be fielding. In that
context, what sense does it make to increase the marketing spend by 65 percent
on products that customers are clearly saying are past top-dead-center?
The fixation with investor value has left Harley in a fix. We can now see why the
board has been so obsessed with trying to return share holder value through
the mechanism of share buy-back schemes. Even though it has involved loading
the balance sheet with medium and long-term debt, it has been deemed a
necessary pre-emptive strike to the declining earnings per share that were
headed down the pike.
With cash-flow, balance sheet, margin and earnings squeezed, the wiggle room
left to be able to either raise the money needed for decisive and convincing rapid

new product development or acquisitions of other
people's cheese graters is hugely diminished.
The word "vulnerable" doesn't begin to cut it where
Harley is concerned at this time.
In the three months between the third quarter 2015 filing
and the January 29th unveiling of its final quarter and full
year fiscals, Harley's share price had lost over 33 percent
of its value; in the 12 months since the 2014 fiscals were

released it lost over 40 percent; in the less than 20 months since its five year
high it has lost nearly 50 percent of its value.
Harley's results, as released, were not in fact as scary as the background mood
music of the markets might have suggested. Indeed the initial release was
greeted by an almost instantaneous $3 spike - what Reuters reported at the
time as being a "surge" in response to the better than expected profits.
However, that lasted all of a nano-second once the surface was scratched and
the hard reality of there needing to be sustainability to those profits hit home.
As this edition went to press, the Harley share price looked set to tank.
In fact, these results could indeed have been way worse, but there's no question
that there has been some "smoke and mirrors," copious use of exotic massage
oils and blatant misdirection in the forms of words and data selected.
But, regardless, they at least don't show a company irretrievably headed in the
wrong direction, but they do show a company in need of help.
I think we have now transitioned from a position of outside involvement in
Harley's fortunes being a threat, to it potentially being an advantage.

too fixated 
on being a

performing stock

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    
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V-Twin Expo
Seminars

V-Twin Exhibitor Exclusive
YouTube Video Marketing, Local SEO and Online Reviews; 
Friday, February 5th, 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm; Room 232; 
Presenter: Kent Lewis - Anvil Media

Daytona Twin Tec
Advanced Fuel Injection Tuning
Saturday, February 6th, 7:30 am - 9:00 am; Location: Room 236;
Presenter: Kevin Baxter - Daytona Twin Tec

Dynojet Research
Power Vision - Overview and Tuning Basics
Saturday, February 6th, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm; Room 234;
Presenter: Dynojet Research

V-Twin Exhibitor Exclusive 
Local SEO Marketing
Saturday, February 6th, 10:30 am - 11:15 am; Room 232;
Presenter: Kent Lewis - Anvil Media

ThunderMax
Saturday, February 6th, 11:00 am - 12:00 pm; Room 231;
Presenter: Thunder Heart Performance/ThunderMax

ACTIA CZ
Diagnostics and  Tuning Tools
Saturday, February 6th, 11:30 am - 1:00 pm; Room 237;
Presenter: Josef Horejsi, CEO & Michal Prochazka

Bert Baker's Power to the Pavement Torque Talk Tour
Saturday, February 6th, 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm; Room 261;
Presenter: Bert Baker - BAKER Drivetrain

V-Twin Exhibitor Exclusive
YouTube Video Marketing and Online Reviews
Saturday, February 6th, 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm; Room 232; 
Presenter: Kent Lewis - Anvil Media

Dynojet Research
Power Vision - Advanced EFI Flash Tuning
Saturday, February 6th, 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm ; Room 234; 
Presenter: Dynojet Research

ThunderMax
Diagnostics & Data Collection Process
Saturday, February 6th, 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm; Room 231;
Presenter: Thunder Heart Performance/ThunderMax

Dynojet Research
Power Vision - Overview and Tuning Basics
Sunday, February 7th, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm; Room 234;
Presenter: Dynojet Research

ACTIA CZ
Diagnostics and  Tuning Tools
Sunday, February 7th, 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm; Room 237; 
Presenter: Josef Horejsi, CEO & Michal Prochazka

V-Twin Exhibitor Exclusive
Patents, Trademarks, and Your Bottom Line
Sunday, February 7th, 2:00 - 3:00 pm; Room 232;
Presenter: Earl LeVere, Partner Ice Miller

Dynojet Research
Power Vision - Advanced EFI Flash Tuning
Sunday, February 7th, 2:00 - 3:00 pm; Room 234;
Presenter: Dynojet Research

This year's V-Twin Expo sees many of
the show's regular presenters
returning for further seminar sessions,
with the emphasis again on fuel
injection tuning.
Kevin Baxter, Technical Service
Manager for Daytona Twin Tec, will
be instructing part 2 of their Advanced
Fuel Injection Tuning seminar. For those
who attended last year, you were
brought up to speed on the basics, but
for this year Kevin will present an
advanced seminar that will suit
attendees who are proficient in fuel
injection tuning and computer
operation.  
It will be directed at "those tuners who
should be using Daytona Twin Tec
products and people who are serious
about tuning (engine builders, racers
etc). It is not for the tuners who are only
interested in plug n play systems," says
Daytona Twin Tec. "Any tuners who
install ProChargers or Turbo systems
absolutely should attend - especially
those who want to install those
systems and don’t own dynos.  Also
anyone who has tuned with
competitive products and had
problems with fly by wire should also
attend."
Thunder Heart Performancewill be
hosting sessions based around their
popular Thunder Max program, with all
new product and features explained for
2016.
Dynojet Research will present on
their Power Vision program, with EFI
Flash Tuning and in-depth training on
all the new features available for the
Power Vision, including their new
Target Tune, new calibration items, and
PV Online Licensing. There will be two
classes - one for the novices/new
tuners and those with restricted
experience, and one for the
experienced tuner familiar with Power
Vision.   
The ever popular Bert Baker "Power
to the Pavement" Torque Talk Tour
makes a stop at the V-Twin Expo, with
topics slated to include the latest in H-
D torque multiplication and Bert's new
"super tough 'GrudgeBox' and other
new products for late-model bikes."
Czech manufacturer ACTIA will
present their range of devices and
services for the professional tuner,
including their Serial and Parallel
Diagnostics systems and fuel injection
and carbureted engine tuning tools. 

V-Twin Expo 2016 - Seminar Schedule
All seminars in second floor Duke Energy
Center meeting rooms

DynoJet, the Las Vegas, Nevada
headquartered dynamometer and
Power Commander manufacturer,
has new owners. Two US private
equity firms (Irving Place Capital
and New Value Capital) acquired
the company in November 2015
for an undisclosed sum. In
addition to its Las Vegas facility,
the company, which was founded
in 1972 by Mark Dobeck, also has
a manufacturing facility at
Belgrade, Montana, and a sales
office and distribution centre in
The Netherlands. Dynojet CEO
Robert Vleck said that "our new
partnerships provide us with
greater resources and capabilities
to continue to advance our
technical expertise and supply
innovative new products."

Market-leading exhaust wrap
and heat shield manufacturer
Design Engineering Inc (DEI)
has appointed Kimpex to be
its distributor in Canada.

Indian Motorcycle has launched
"Project Scout - Build a Legend",
a custom build program whereby
selected dealers will showcase the
flexibility of the Scout platform in
a no-holds-barred competition.
The only 'small print' is that
dealers must use a minimum of
three parts from the Indian
Motorcycle accessory catalog -
beyond that they are free to use
product from any vendor or their
own parts designs. The top five
finalists will be announced
February 20th, with the builders of
the top-three (as voted for by
enthusiasts) receiving an expenses
paid weekend for two to the 75th
annual Daytona Bike Week where
a special award ceremony will
honor a winner selected by a
panel of celebrity judges.

The 58 acre west campus of
Harley-Davidson's York,
Pennsylvania site has been
sold for $4.5m by the York
County Industrial
Development Authority to a
Kansas based developer that
plans to build a 750,000 sq
ft industrial building on the
property. The development is
expected to cost $40m and
generate up to 650 jobs. The
authority purchased the site
as part of its strategy to
keep Harley-Davidson in
Pennsylvania.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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Drag catalogs 2016
Drag Specialties has released its
2016 'FatBook' full-line and
specialty 'OldBook' retro and
vintage parts and accessory
catalogs. 
The new 2016/2017 'OldBook'
edition features parts and
accessories for pre-1984
Harleys.
At over 1,800 pages, the
'FatBook' features "the most
up-to-date" products available
for Evolution and Twin Cam
applications, including additions
to their own Drag Specialties
branded parts and products
from leading vendors such as
Biltwell, Klock Werks, Custom
Dynamics, Paul Yaffe's Bagger
Nation, RC Components, Trask
Performance, Legend and many
more, including industry
newcomer Ciro.
Always a highlight, this year's
'FatBook' cover bike is by Jason
Mook of Black Hills Cycles from

Spearfish, South Dakota. Parts
used to create this custom
bagger include products by
Arlen Ness, Alloy Art, Carl
Brouhard Designs, Cobra
Engineering (air cleaner),
Barnett (Scorpion billet outer
primary cover and clear derby
cover), Covingtons, Custom
Dynamics, Drag Specialties
(saddlebags, fairing mount
mirrors, Predator seat), Hawg
Halters (6-piston front caliper),
HogTunes (speakers/lids), Klock
Werks (Flare windshield, rear
fender), Paul Yaffe's Bagger
Nation, Python true dual
headers and Ryzer slip-ons), RC
Components (wheels, rotors,
pulley), Russ Wernimont Designs
(23" front fender), Todd's Cycle
(1 1/4" black bagger apes) and
Trask Performance (frame
cover/chin spoiler).
www.dragspecialties.com
www.partseurope.eu

This year's Drag
Specialties 'FatBook'
cover bike is a 2014
FLHX Street Glide
customized by Jason
Mook of Black Hills
Cycles, Spearfish, South
Dakota

http://www.ultimaproducts.com
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Bill Melvin buys
remaining EBR assets
Is the saga of the EBR (Eric Buell
Racing) assets sale finally over? Well,
yes and no. The sale of the assets in
question, the intellectual property and
remaining tooling and equipment left
after India's Hero Motorcorp (a major
EBR investor and shareholder) had
bought the assets they laid claimed to,
has now been finalized.
At the third time of asking, Bill
Melvin's Liquid Asset Partners (LAP)
have successfully bid $2.05 million,
outmanoeuvring Bruce Belfer (Atlantic
Metals Group, New Jersey), the first
auction winner, and another potential
bidder (US Heritage Powersports). LAP
is the company that Harley-Davidson
used to sell off the assets of Buell
Motorcycles when it closed the
business in 2010, and have previously
been involved in several other
powersports industry asset disposals,
such as "Gilroy" Indian, American
Ironhorse and Cannondale.
However, there will now therefore be
further twists to come in this tale with
Melvin now seeking buyers for the
assets he has acquired, and having
stated that he hoped to be able to see

some kind of further reincarnation of
the business building bikes again at
some stage in the future.

Bill Melvin, CEO Liquid Asset
Partners: "I believe EBR has
established themselves as one of
the premier motorcycle
manufacturers in the world and has
strong potential as a viable
business"

Vance & Hines
updates MAP policy
In January Vance & Hines announced
revisions to its unilateral Minimum
Advertised Price (MAP) policy, along
with updates to its Manufacturer’s
Suggested Retail Price (MSRP)
schedule.
Retailers were given the month of
January to review and make changes
to their advertisements, with
enforcement of the revised changes
starting on February 1, 2016.
The most notable change was the
requirement that prices listed in a
retailer’s advertisement be no lower

than MSRP. In the previous revision of
the MAP policy, a retailer’s advertised
price was allowed to be as much as
10% below MSRP. V&H believe that
"keeping advertisements listed at
MSRP both preserves the premium
image of the brand and further
supports the effort for after sales
service provided by retailers."
www.vanceandhines.com

MID-USA 2016 catalog
Hazelwood, Missouri based
distributor MID-USA has had a
busy 12 months - adding to its
extensive own brand range (not
least with some new 'antique'
style springers we showed in
AMD last year), and adding
several new third party
accessory brands.
At 1,104 pages, their 2016
catalog includes many specialty
products that prove that it is
the details that matter as much
as the big ticket items -
additions such as a high-
performance and durable stock
replacement cam chain
tensioner pads for Big Twins,
replacement Twin Cam tappet
covers, oil pressure switch
fittings, inspection covers,
sprocket isolator rubbers for
touring models, adapters for
universal brake lines, complete
replacement master cylinder

kits for Big Twins and
Sportsters, speedometer
sensors, monotube fork
cartridge kits, fork slider tubes,
and lighting and electrical
products.
Plus, of course, plenty of those
big ticket items - from shock
absorbers and slip-ons to front
ends and wheels. 
www.mid-usa.com

http://www.badlandsmotorcycleproducts.com
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TC Bros hand-cast retro style air
cleaners available in Europe
from MAG Connection
MAG Connection, the
French custom V-twin
parts buying
consolidator and
distributor, has added
several notable new
specialist vendors to
its range in the past 18
months - from hand-
crafted Californian
custom parts
manufacturer Image
Motorcycle Products to
the likes of custom
bagger parts maker
Bad Dad, custom
conversion specialist
Heartland USA, Victory
parts specialist
Whitewall Choppers,
Figure Machine, Arnott
Suspension and TC
Bros.
Founded in Wauseon,
Ohio, in 2006 by Tim and Tyler
Cobb, the TC Bros range
includes handlebars, battery
boxes, forward controls,
hardtail kits (including for
Sportsters), oil tanks, fenders,
lights and the new retro-styled
cast air cleaners seen here.
Described as adding classic
vintage styling, they are
"hand-poured in the USA" in
356-T6 aluminum. Washable
cotton gauze filter elements
provide high-performance air

flow; the kit attaches easily
using the American made, CNC
machined, powder-coated
steel mounting bracket. 
Brackets are available for
Harley CV and EFI applications
(except 1995-2001 Magneti
Marelli fuel injection units
using dual bore throttle

bodies) and S&S Super E and G
carbs, including Sportsters.
Finishes include raw, black and
polished; styles include
Streamliner, Ripple, Finned and
chrome louvered.

www.mag-connection.com  
www.tcbroschoppers.com

Californian exhaust and
accessory specialist Cobra
Engineering is among the
latest vendors to implement
a MAP policy for its dealers,
retailers, distributors and
resellers, including catalog
and online retailers. Cobra
President Tim McCool said
that the policy will be
"equally and aggressively
enforced."

Brembo reported +15.6 percent
growth in global sales revenues
across the group for the nine
months to September 2015; the
motorcycle market is 9.7 percent
of Brembo's total sales revenue
and was +10.6 percent for the
first nine months of 2015.

Harley-Davidson is to co-
host a $2,495 a head "Smart
Manufacturing Summit" in
Milwaukee in April according
to a local media outlet. CEO
Matt Levatich will deliver
the keynote.

According to the AMA, the EPA
in the United States has "bowed
to pressure from the ethanol
industry" in agreeing to a 50
percent increase in the
percentage of ethanol that is
mixed with US pump gas, from
the E10 blend that has been in
use for many years to E15. The
AMA says that none of the 22
million motorcycles and ATVs in
use in the US is EPA approved to
operate on ethanol blends higher
than 10 percent. Its use would
therefore be illegal and could
cause engine damage and void
manufacturer warranties.

Western Power Sports (WPS,
of Boise, Idaho), which sells
Harley aftermarket and
custom v-twin parts and
accessories under the
HardDrive brand, opened a
new 180,000 sq ft
distribution center in
November - its sixth in the
United Sates - at Midlothian,
in the DFW area of Texas. The
company says it has now
added some 400,000 sq ft of
space nationwide in the past
18 months.

NEWS
BRIEFS

Suspension maker
Marzocchi saved
Italian suspension specialist Marzocchi
has been saved from liquidation. 
American owner Tenneco (the $8.4 bn
turnover owner of Monroe shocks and
other automotive interests) had been
intending to close the business, but
Italian automotive engineer VRM
S.p.A., also based near Bologna, has
acquired the business for an
undisclosed sum in a deal brokered by
local government and trade union
officials.
VRM is a precision engineering
company with chassis component
contracts with the likes of BMW,
Ducati and MV Agusta among others.
The deal does not include Marzocchi's
bicycle/MTB suspension programs -

those assets were sold to Fox in
October 2015. The deal will save some
70 remaining jobs, and reports
suggest that production of some of the
product lines that Marzocchi produced
for major motorcycle OEs will
recommence quickly. 
Founded in 1949, Marzocchi's core
market for motorcycle suspensions has
always been 'metric' front ends, but
the brand has always been a popular
choice with Harley-Davidson
aftermarket customizers and builders
looking for  beefed-up and
performance-capable suspensions. 
Tenneco acquired Marzocchi in 2008,
just as the bottom started to fall out of
Marzocchi's market. It is believed that

the changes taking place in the
suspension industry, with the spread
of electronically controlled and
adjusted and semi-active electronic
suspension systems rapidly becoming
a de facto standard requirement for OE
product, meant that the huge
investment that would have been
required to allow Marzocchi to
compete became untenable for the
American parent company. It is
believed that Tenneco was facing a bill
of close to $30m for closure of
Marzocchi.



http://www.sscycle.com/v-series-long-block
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increase its "customer-facing"
marketing investment, starting in
2016, by approximately +65 percent
over 2015 levels, and to increase its
investment in new product
development by approximately +35
percent from 2015. 
These changes [funded in part by lay-
offs] represent an approximate $70
million increase in investments to
drive demand compared to 2015. The
increased investments are being
focused in four key areas identified
by Levatich - increasing product and
brand awareness; growing new
ridership in the U.S.; increasing and
enhancing brand access; and
accelerating the "cadence and
impact" of new products. 
Harley-Davidson says it expects to
sh ip  269 ,000  to  274 ,000
motorcycles in 2016, an approximate
1 percent to 3 percent increase from
2015 shipments. In the first quarter
of 2016, the company expects to ship
78,000 to 83,000 motorcycles
compared to 79,589 motorcycles
shipped in the year-ago period. 
During the fourth quarter, revenue
from motorcycles and related
products was down versus the prior
year on unfavorable mix [Touring
model sales were -13.2 percent for
the final quarter and -6.3 percent for
the full year] and currency exchange,
partially offset by the benefit of
higher shipments. 
The decrease in operating income for
the quarter was primarily driven by
higher SG&A spending [Selling,
Genera l  and Admin is t rat ive
expenses], partially offset by a strong
gross margin percent. 
Financial services operating income
fell slightly in the fourth quarter of
2015 compared to the year-ago
period on a higher provision for retail
credit loan losses, largely offset by
strong net interest income.
Full-year 2015 diluted earnings per
share decreased -4.9 percent to
$3.69 compared to diluted EPS of
$3.88 in 2014. Net income was
$752.2 million on consolidated
revenue of $6.0 billion compared to
full-year 2014 net income of $844.6
million on consolidated revenue of
$6.23 billion. 
In the fourth quarter of 2015, diluted
EPS was $0.22 compared to $0.35 in
the prior year period. Fourth quarter

net income was $42.2 million on
consolidated revenue of $1.18
billion compared to net income of
$74.5 million on consolidated
revenue of $1.20 billion in the year-
ago period. 
In the three months since Harley
announced its third quarter 2015
results its share price had lost as
much as 33.54 percent of its value by
the day before these final quarter
figures released (October 19 2015

$56.05 to a January 28 low of
$37.25).
On January 28th 2015 the share
price was at $62.29, marking a 40.2
percent loss in 12-months and a 48.7
percent loss in under 20 months
since its May 2nd 2014 five-year high
of $72.68 - see also 'Comment' on
page four of this month's AMD
magazine edition.
www.harley-davidson.com

Harley-Davidson sales revenue and production data… 4th quarter 2015
Income statements in THREE MONTHS ENDED TWELVE MONTHS ENDED
$1,000s (except share) DEC 2015 DEC 2014 DEC 2015 DEC 2014

Net sales revenue $1,007,070 $1,031,150 $5,308,744 $5,567,681
Gross profit $320,932 $314,210 $1,952,460 $2,025,080
Total operating income $67,225 $98,333 $1,155,695 $1,280,983
Net income $ 42,196 $74,475 $752,207 $844,611
Diluted earnings
per common share $0.22 $0.35 $3.69 $3.88

Figures are shown THREE MONTHS ENDED TWELVE MONTHS ENDED
in $1,000s DEC 2015 DEC 2014 DEC 2015 DEC 2014

H-D Motorcycles $751,383 $784,535 $4,127,739 $4,385,863
Parts & Accessories $169,707 $165,581 $862,645 $875,019
General Merchandise $79,356 $75,044 $292,310 $284,826
Other $6,624 $5,990 $26,050 $21,973

United States 28,804 28,554 170,688 173,994
Exports 19,345 18,603 95,694 96,732
Total H-D 48,149 47,157 266,382 270,726

Touring 19,414 22,364 114,768 122,481
Custom 17,454 15,324 89,207 91,426
Sportster 11,281 9,469 62,407 56,819
Total 48,149 47,157 266,382 270,726

United States 26,044 26,957 168,240 171,079
Canada 1,255 1,118 9,669 9,871
Europe 6,174 6,115 36,894 38,491
Asia Pacific Region 8,787 8,121 32,258 30,074
Latin America Region 3,082 3,130 11,173 11,652
Total 46,857 47,149 264,627 267,999

NET SALES REVENUE

MOTORCYCLE SHIPMENT DATA NOTE: H-D MOTORCYLE SHIPMENT DATA IS NOT THE SAME AS RETAIL REGISTRATIONS

PRODUCT MIX DEC 2015 DEC 2014 DEC 2015 DEC 2014

RETAIL SALES OF H-D MOTORCYCLES: DEC 2015 DEC 2014 DEC 2015 DEC 2014

<<< Continued from cover 

Chairman and CEO Matt Levatich:
"Our U.S. market share stabilized as
we began to ramp up marketing
investment and lapped the
heightened competitiveness and
price discounting impact that began
in fourth quarter of 2014"

http://www.proridersmarketing.com


http://www.mid-usa.com


http://www.beltdrives.com
http://www.tecmate.com/cat
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Polaris 2015 Q4 and full-year results
Polaris Industries Inc. has
reported that its sales for the
full year 2015 totaled a record
$4,719.3 million, an increase of
+5 percent compared to sales of
$4,479.6 million for the full year
2014.
Sales for the fourth quarter of
2015 totaled $1,105.6 million, a
decrease of -13 percent over
last year's fourth quarter sales
of $1,275.0 million. Including
their respective PG&A related
sales, motorcycle sales were
+33 percent for the fourth
quarter at $162.6 million and
+67 percent for the full year at
$698.3million. 
The growth was primarily due
to continued strong retail sales
for Indian motorcycles and the
Slingshot "moto-roadster."
North American consumer retail
demand for the Polaris
motorcycle segment, including
Victory, Indian Motorcycle and
Slingshot, was up low-single
digits percent during the fourth
quarter, while overall
motorcycle industry retail sales
of 900cc and above declined
high-single digits percent in the
fourth quarter. 
Polaris say that interest in the

Slingshot continued to be
strong as the Company
completed a first full retail year
for it - a year that far exceeded
the Company's expectations for
sales and profitability. 
Product availability for Indian
Motorcycle and Slingshot
improved considerably in the
2015 fourth quarter as
throughput at the Company's
Spirit Lake, Iowa motorcycle
plant increased and the new
paint facility purchased in
Spearfish, South Dakota, began
production. 
Victory Motorcycles’ retail sales
were down mid-teens percent in
the 2015 fourth quarter
primarily due to continued low
product availability. For the
fourth quarter and full year
2015, Polaris' motorcycle
business gained a significant
amount of market share.
"While 2015 was a difficult
year, we did manage to grow
market share in each of our
businesses and increased sales

and earnings per share for the
sixth consecutive year. That
said, our performance failed to
meet our earlier projections, as
both external and internal
challenges restrained growth
and profitability," said Scott
Wine, Polaris' Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer.
"The strengthening dollar and
weakening oil markets,
combined with an unseasonably
warm winter, constrained
demand for off-road vehicles
and snowmobiles, placing
pressure on dealer inventory
and forcing us to curtail
shipments in the fourth quarter. 
"While our execution to plan
did not meet our historically
high standards, we have taken
numerous actions to position
Polaris for better performance
in 2016.
"Our outlook for 2016 reflects
another volatile year in
powersports driven by near-
term growth pressures from
weak end markets as the threat

of a worldwide economic
slowdown looms. However, we
have been in this situation
before, and we know how to
manage through difficult
economic climates. We will
continue to optimize dealer
inventory, aggressively manage
operating costs and other risk
exposures, and provide our end-
consumer with products and
services that exceed their
expectations. 
"Concurrently we will continue
to invest in projects that
accelerate future growth and
our lean journey, such as the
Huntsville, Alabama plant, which
is scheduled to begin production
in the second quarter of this
year. I believe we have the best
team in powersports, a strong
and diverse portfolio of brands
and products, broad capabilities
across all our disciplines, and a
proven strategy that will
continue to create value for our
stakeholders in the years to
come."

Product line sales 2015 2014 Change 2015 2014 Change
Off-Road Vehicles/ Snowmobiles $862,032 $1,051,801 -18% $3,708,933 $3,741,154 -1% 
Motorcycles 162,558 122,219 33% 698,257 418,546 67%
Global Adjacent Markets 81,028 100,980 -20% 312,100 319,948 -2%
Total Sales $1,105,618 $1,275,000 -13% $4,719,290 $4,479,648 5%

Fourth Quarter Performance Summary (in thousands except per share data)
Three Months ended December 31 Years ended December 31

Polaris CEO Scott Wine: "While
2015 was a difficult year, we did
manage to grow market share in
each of our businesses"

http://www.lepera.com
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Biker’s Choice 2016 catalogs
The 2016 Biker’s Choice catalog
features "an extensive product
offering for the American V-twin
market. This year’s catalog sees the
addition of over 3,600 new products,
making the total portfolio over 31,000
products with 160 more pages than
2015." This year's offer includes
products for Indian motorcycles.  
There are significant product additions
to the company's own brand Twin
Power program, including its new
lightweight 625 cold-cranking amps
Lithium-Ion battery. 
The company says that the Chemicals
& Lube section has been rearranged so

that customers can search for product
by application instead of brand. 
As a division of Tucker Rocky, part of
the Motorsports Aftermarket Group
(owner of brands such as Vance &
Hines, Performance Machine, Roland
Sands Des ign, Progress ive
Suspension, and Kuryakyn), the
Biker's Choice catalog is just one
of a suite of specialty TR catalogs
published for their dealers at this
time of year.
One other in the line-up that may
be of interest to V-twin market
retailers is their annual Helmet &
Apparel catalog, also seen here,
which contains a more extensive
line-up of G&A options than the
selection made for the print version
of the Biker's Choice catalog -
products such as the addition to TR's
'Firstgear' brand of their “37.5”
fabric technology, which uses
energy from the rider’s body to
keep them dry, wicking sweat
away before it can be felt on the
skin. 
www.bikerschoice.com

The Motorcycle Safety
Foundation (MSF) has responded
to the increasing liberalization of
cannabis laws in the United
States by producing the “Riding
Straight - Marijuana awareness
Host An-Event Kit,” which uses a
special set of goggles and several
exercises to educate riders as to
how marijuana use can affect
motorcyclist's perception,
awareness and physical abilities.

Adam Smith's Calculated
Risk group has grown its
authorized Harley-Davidson
dealership network in Texas
to five stores with the
acquisition of two new
stores - at Longview and
Nacogdoches - in East Texas;
the company already owns
Texas H-D at Bedford,
Texoma H-D at Sherman and
H-D of Waco, Texas.

Gary Bang Harley-Davidson of
Atascadero, California, has closed
its doors after 35 years. The
business, created by Gary Bang
and his wife Mary, was originally
a very well known aftermarket
parts and accessory retailer
supplying the San Fernando
Valley, one of the original mail
order parts vendors before taking
on the Harley franchise in 1980. 

Following the recent death
of well known drag racer
and Harley dealer Ray Price
at the age of 78, the Ray
Price Motorsports Racing
Team that had carried his
name to countless wins,
records, wins and
championships, has retired.

Former Parts Unlimited/Le Mans
VP Sales & Marketing Greg
Blackwell has joined Motovan
subsidiary MTA Distributing as
President. Most recently
Blackwell had been VP of PG&A
at KTM North America, and is
also an ex Pirelli/Metzeler North
America man.

NEWS
BRIEFS

Performance parts and
accessory and transmission
specialist Rivera Primo has
announced that it is to leave its
long-time home at Whittier,
California, for "new digs, new
products and new machinery
and an all-new Rivera Primo"
elsewhere in the greater Los
Angeles region.
In an open letter to its dealers,
distributors and vendors Rivera
Primo Executive Director and
industry veteran Ben Kudon
said that "beginning on
February 1st, 2016 we will be
servicing all our great
customers from two new
facilities. Paramount, California
(Los Angeles County), will house
our sales staff and our
corporate headquarters;
warehouse and production will
relocate to a 70,000 sq. ft.
facility in Goleta, (Santa
Barbara County), California, -
our existing Whittier location
will be closed as of January
31st, 2016.
"As we continue to grow our
world-class company into a
better and stronger

powerhouse of quality driven
performance products, our
management and staff will
continue to provide the high
level of customer service and
quality that you have come to
expect from Rivera Primo. We
ask our customers to join us in
Cincinnati for the V-Twin Expo
at booth # 300.
"We started out 43 years ago in
the Whittier area, when Mel
Magnet started pulling SU
carburetors off British imports
to graft them onto Harley
motorcycles. Since then we
have seen many ups and downs
in the industry, style changes,
changes of old guard to a
newer one, and we have made
many friends and unfortunately
lost some as well. 
"We are leaving Whittier with a
tear in one eye, but a gleam in
the other for the possibilities
ahead of us. We want to
sincerely thank all the people
who helped us on our journey
to this moment, our staff, our
wonderful customers and
vendors."  
The company's sales staff and

some assembly operations will
be based at 15717 Texaco Ave.,
Paramount, California 90723. 
Their new formal corporate
headquarters address,
warehouse and production
facility is at 115 Robin Hill Rd.,
Goleta (Santa Barbara County),
California 93117. 

www.riveraprimoinc.com

Rivera Primo moving to
new 70,000 sq ft facility

www.AMDchampionship.com

Executive Director Ben Kudon:
"Beginning on February 1st, 2016
we will be servicing all our great
customers from two new facilities"



An almost ubiquitous sight
in the best workshops, and
long regarded as a service
credential department,
James Gaskets boards are
widely regarded as a
hallmark of excellence in
authorized and
independent dealer and
custom workshops.
The Dayton, Nevada based
manufacturer has added to the
program with two new boards -
for 2004 and up Sportsters and
XR1200 and 1936 to present Big
Twin transmissions from 4-
speed up to 6-speed.
Trevor Cleveland, Technical
Support and R&D specialist at
James Gaskets, says: "Our
sturdy gasket boards measure
32" tall x 48" wide and come
ready to mount on 1/8" or ¼"
thick pegboard. Each gasket
board comes with all the
required mounting hardware,
metal hooks and blister packs

and are made of a durable 20
mm Vinyl for a great
appearance and years of
service."

JAMES
GASKETS
Dayton,
Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 2220
info@jamesgaskets.com
www.jamesgaskets.com

EU registrations +9.3%
to November 2015
According to the most recent data
released by ACEM, the Brussels based
international motorcycle industry
trade association (Association des
Constructeurs Européens de
Motocycles), powered two- and three-
wheeler registrations continued to
increase in the EU during the first
eleven months of 2015, at +3.9%.
A total of 1,151,657 units were
registered in the EU during the first
eleven months of 2015, +4.4%.
In motorcycle terms, cumulative
registrations grew by +9.3% during
the first eleven months of 2015 on a
year-on year basis, 846,087 units.
Year-on-year motorcycle registrations
increased in most key European
markets, namely Spain (124,020 units,

+18.0%), the UK (100,775 units,
+15.6%), Italy (167,035 units,
+9.8%), Germany (146,862 units,
+6.1%). Motorcycle registrations
decreased in France (145,303 units, -
0.8%).
Motorcycle registrations in Europe's
five largest markets (Italy, France,
Germany, Spain and the UK)
accounted for some 88 percent of EU
new motorcycle registrations for the
first eleven months of 2015.
ACEM's 2014 annual data shows total
EU motorcycle registrations at
798,328 units (up by some 60,000
units over 2013) and at 842,203 units
for EU and EFTA markets combined
(also some 60,000 units up 
on 2013).

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

James Gaskets adds
Sportsters and transmissions
to gasket board program

http://www.metalsportwheels.com
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E Rivera "Tite-Spot" oil fittings
These "Tite-Spot" oil fittings by Rivera Primo have been
designed to make tightening the oil pump feed and return
fittings on Panheads, Shovelheads and early Evo engines a lot
easier. As replacements for the square OE fittings they feature
a socket-hex in the top of a round body - sometimes the best
solutions really are the simplest ones! 
This ergonomically improved 90 degree 1/8" pipe female and
1/8" pipe male design with socket head for a hex key is made
from high quality chrome plated brass and accomplishes two
things - the round shape means it can be turned 360 degrees
in any direction, and with the socket hex in the top, it's easily
accessed by a long hex key. 

RIVERA PRIMO
Whittier, California, USA

Tel: 562 907 2600
info1@riveraprimoinc.com
www.riveraprimoinc.com

HHI upgrade their Road Glide Builders kits
Hawg Halters Inc., based near Atlanta, Georgia,
have added to the specification of their industry
leading Big Wheel Builders kits for 2016.
Newly added are a triple tree, neck rake kit and
their new adjustable fairing bracket to offer what
the company describes as a "complete integrated
build solution" that continues to "set the
benchmark for quality, performance and styling."
The kits are available in both long and short neck
configurations and in a full range of Big Wheel
applications from 23 inch to 32 inch for early and
late model bikes.
The HHI adjustable Road Glide
fairing bracket is also
available
separately.

HAWG HALTERS INC.
Dahlonega, Georgia, USA
Tel: 877 442 5837
info@hawghalters.com
www.hawghalters.com
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Feuling Parts available
through Drag Specialties
These quality liquid-filled oil pressure gauges by
Feuling Parts of California have 0 - 100 range, a 1.5"
stainless steel case with white or black dial face and
brass 1/8 NPT bottom port.
Also seen here are Feuling's US made stock
replacement cam and balance shaft chains and a
replacement universal 1" dial indicator.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Oil pressure gauge

Cam chain

Balance shaft chain

TBW extensions  - '08 and up baggers

For taller handlebar installations that need the throttle-by-wire extended, Californian manufacturer
Barnett Tool & Engineering is offering these mod-free plug and play extensions in lengths of 8, 12 and
15”, and a 20” extension that features a bare end for routing through sharp handlebar bends. Available
for 2008-15 FLs (except CVO/SE) and all 2016 models using throttle by wire. BARNETT, USA,
www.barnettclutches.com

Engine Equator II

Motorcycle chassis and handling specialist
Custom Cycle Engineering's Engine Equator
II is designed for all 2009 to present Touring
models (FLHs and FLTs). The new bracket
allows all Dresser riders to correct chassis
misalignment - something that is impossible
to achieve with the stock motor mount.
This new billet aluminum bracket replaces
the forged front engine bracket. Equipped
with slots for the engine bolts and a series
of hash marks, the motor is now able to
move right or left in the frame and achieve
perfect powertrain alignment. In addition to
the adjustable motor mount bracket, CCE
has added an adjustable stabilizing link to
the bracket that attaches to a convenient
frame lug.

CUSTOM CYCLE ENGINEERING
Oceanside, California, USA
Tel: 760 941 6487
sales@customcycleengineering.com
www.customcycleengineering.com

www.AMDchampionship.com
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Road Glide windshields and
Street screen mounting kit
Memphis Shades has introduced a new spoiler
windshield that curves back towards the rider with
an optically correct vertical section that sends the
airstream up and over the rider. They are available for

2004-2013 and 2015 and later OEM FLTR fairings in
five sizes (5.5, 6.5, 8.5, 10 and 11.5") and choice of
colorways.
Also seen here, Trigger-Lock mounting hardware is
available for Harley Street models in either polished
stainless steel or durable E-coated black finish. The
system allows the installation of a range of Memphis
Shades screens, including the Memphis Slim
windshield, the all new feature-rich Drop-Top
Memphis Fats, Sportshields or a fairing such as the
Batwing, Gauntlet or Cafe.

MEMPHIS SHADES
Rossville, Tennessee, USA
Tel: 901 853 0293
customerservice@memphisshades.com
www.memphisshades.com

Bronze rocker arm bushings
and cast iron valve guides
Constructed of SAE660 bearing bronze, Drag
Specialities has these rocker arm bushings
manufactured in
California by Kibblewhite
Precision Machining,
available in sets of 8.
Also seen here, these
Kibblewhite OEM style
cast iron valve guides are
precision-machined and
compatible with no-lead
fuel.
They accept any type of
valve stem material and
have a 1.90" overall
length of both intake and
exhaust. 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Rocker arm bushings

Cast iron
valve guides

Next Generation
flexible heat shield

Avon Lake, Ohio based noise control and thermal
barrier specialist Design Engineering Inc. has
introduced an updated version of its award-winning
flexible heat shields to include additional sizes and
premium finishes.
The upgraded construction builds on the strengths of
existing DEI shields, but adds more rigidity with a
cleaner look. Being flexible, these shields can be
adjusted to fit a range of diameters. They work great
as OEM replacements, over exhaust wrap, or even
doubling up existing metal heat shields for the
ultimate protection.
Each shield uses our reliable stainless standoff
bracket and includes mounting hardware for easy
installation. Currently available in either our brushed
Titanium or ONYX series finishes, these shields are
designed to block heat more effectively than
conventional standard stamped metal shields, with
the semi-flexible material making fitment easier on
almost any exhaust. Our dual layer, high-temperature
textile materials make for great protection for tall or
shorter riders - they are available in 6.5" or 8"
lengths, 3.5 or 4" diameters.

DESIGN ENGINEERING INC
Avon Lake, Ohio, USA
Tel: 440 930 7940
sales@designengineering.com
www.deipowersports.com
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Californian specialist The Leatherworks
offers small throw-over saddlebags that will
fit all Sportsters, including the 883 Iron, the
Forty-Eight, the Nightster and the Seventy-
Two with turn signals and license plate in
stock location. 
The bags sit in front of the shocks and do
not require saddlebag support brackets -
and they work well with solo seats. All the
necessary mounting straps are included, the
only modification required is to extend the
stock footpeg. The bags are American Made
using a 10 -11 ounce leather and trimmed
with Leatherworks’ own Indian head
nickels. 
All Leatherworks bags can be customized
with many options available, including
chrome studs and conchos, hand-braid, and
choices of colored leathers.

THE LEATHERWORKS INC
Stockton, CA, USA
Tel: 209 983 9200
sales@leatherworksinc.com
www.leatherworksinc.com

RaceShop components by
Vance & Hines
Leveraging the performance credentials that Terry
Vance and Byron Hines have from more than three
decades at the forefront of performance
motorsports, Vance & Hines is now bringing its race
shop expertise to the market with a new line of
RaceShop components for street bike riders.
The first offerings are v-twin valve train components
for Twin Cam Harley-Davidson models, but in the
long run an entire program of parts is envisaged,
developed in their Indianapolis race shop.
Vance & Hines VP of Sales & Marketing John Potts
told AMD Magazine that "Byron Hines and his team

have been working hard on making these the
best possible components. We have launched
the valves and spring kits, and up next are cams,
then pistons and heads. It is an exciting new offering

from V&H. This is something we have been doing for
numerous race teams and our own race bikes, but
now it is time to bring the power to the people."

Vance & Hines v-twin valves are precision CNC
machined from stainless one-piece
forgings for higher strength and
durability with the "high-grade alloy
allowing the valve to withstand high heat
and still maintain roundness."

They feature a chromed coating and a micro-
polished stem for a smoother finish and less friction,
resulting in improved performance; multi-angle back
cuts are designed to enhance flow.
They have been extensively track tested by Vance &
Hines and several of their customer teams, such as
DME Racing and HTP Performance, and have been
proven on the world’s fastest Pro Street and Pro Mod
motorcycles.

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs, California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
sales@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Sportster
saddlebags 
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New from Zodiac for 2016
5-speed transmission for 
4-speed Big Twins

The S&S Cycle 5-in-4-speed case is designed for 4-
speed Big Twin style frames with 1970 thru 1984
Shovelhead style drivelines and chain final drive.
Zodiac can supply the case on its own, or complete
and ready to install 5-speed transmissions with
choice of Andrews, Jims or Zodiac gears and ship
them complete with a bottle of the correct Spectro
transmission oil. First gear has 3.24:1, second gear
2.21:1, third gear 1.60:1, fourth gear 1.23:1 and
fifth gear 1.00:1 ratio. The transmission case is only
compatible with chain final drive, not with the factory
H-D primary belt drive (as used on 1980 thru 1983
FXSB Sturgis models) nor any 4-speed Softail.

AFR & Next Generation fuel
injection control - including
MY2016

This Dobeck Performance AFR and fuel injection
controller provides real-time air/fuel ratio data-
viewing and gives the rider control over the
electronic fuel injection system while riding. This
combination is said to make the AFR+ the most
powerful, user-friendly tuning device on the market,
combining an EFI controller with a wideband O2
sensor and AFR gauge to provide the rider instant
fuel trimming ability and feedback about the
vehicle's state of tune visible in air/fuel ratio values
between 10 and 16; the information on the gauge is
said to be all that is needed to get the best fuel
mileage out of the bike. A built-in piggy-back EFI
control system, which does not replace the stock
ECU, the AFR+ instead monitors the signals to the
injectors and makes fuel adjustments based on the
mode settings. It can be programmed into an auto-
tune or a fuel trimming operation mode - the
auto-tune mode instantly makes adjustments to the
fuel curve based on the wideband O2 sensor input

to match the user's desired AFR value; the fuel
trimming mode allows a user to make instant
changes to the duration of time the fuel injectors are
fired. A push button interface on the gauge allows
for quick fine tuning; the 2 1/16" (52mm) diameter
gauge allows multiple third party mounting systems
to be used - the self-adjusting back lighting display
delivers clear day/night visibility. Available for all fuel
injected Big Twin, Sportster and Twin Cam models,
including all 2016 models.

Black Duck parts and accessories

These Spanish made Black Duck parts and
accessories are precision-machined and finished to
perfection in choice of lustrous chrome, beautiful
black, satin brass and - thought to be unique in the
motorcycle industry - 24 carat gold. The range
includes knurled footpegs, shifter pegs and
handlebar grips, ignition cover, gas tank and oil tank
caps, fork tube and steering head plugs, and cylinder
head bolt covers. They are designed specifically for
H-D applications, with Victory and Indian Motorcycle
fitments coming soon. In combination with the right
mounting kit, the new Black Duck velocity stack
design seen here fits the stock Keihin CV carburetor
on Evolution Big Twins, Sportsters and Twin Cams,
or the Delphi fuel injection throttle body on pre-2008
Tourers, 2001 thru 2015 Softails and 2001 to present
Dynas.

European made BUBBA 
forks by ZODIAC
These European made, TÜV approved billet
aluminum BUBBA front forks are Zodiac exclusives
and described as being "uncompromised in price
and quality." They feature massive triple tree clamps
and large diameter fork sliders. Available in mirror-
like, highly polished, or high gloss black anodized
finish, the upper triple tree clamp is 1 1/8" (29 mm)
thick, the lower triple tree clamp measures 1 5/16"
(34 mm). The Fat BUBBA features fork slider covers
and bottom legs with an impressive 2 3/8" (60 mm)
diameter. The lower fork sliders feature fender
brackets and dual caliper mount. Conversion
brackets that take 1984-1999 or 2000-up style OEM

or aftermarket brake calipers
are available. Zodiac also
offers UK made direct bolt-
on Harrison Billet 6-piston
calipers. The front wheel
axle has a hidden mount.
Available in +3, +4, +6, + 8, +12,
+14 and +16" over stock FL length; with 0, 3 and 6
degrees raked triple trees, complete with 3 different
fork stops to work with almost any stock or
aftermarket frame. A bottle of Spectro fork oil is
included with each set.

PM/RSD wheels with size-specific
sensor plates for ABS applications

Performance Machine 21",
23", 26" and 30" wheels are
now available with special sensor
plates that give the correct signal to the
ABS module for use on ABS equipped bikes that were
originally fitted with smaller diameter wheels. Zodiac
say they now hold some of the most popular
Performance Machine and RSD designs in stock in
different wheel sizes with the correct ABS sensor
plates.

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL BV
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl

PM/RD wheels PM Heathen,
PM Rival, PM Wrath, RSD
Diesel. If you're short of
room drop one or two of
the PM wheels. 

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

EXTRA

Narrow
Slim BUBBA

Fat
BUBBA
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Le Pera's Outcast GT now available for Tourers
LePera's Outcast GT looks sporty, and thanks to its
steep contour rider area, there's plenty of support for
the driver during long hauls. For even more support,
LePera includes a removable backrest for the driver.
Just slip it in the provided slot, and then hit the road.
The Outcast GT is based on LePera's popular Outcast,
which means the rider area is 15" wide, for a
comfortable fit. A racy inlay center stripe with
matching side graphics is available in either red or
white. As with all of LePera's premium-level seats,
the Outcast GT has a black powder-coated steel base

plate covered with soft carpet to protect the bike's
paint and is ready to mount using the bike's OE
attachment points.

To boost rider comfort, the Outcast GT has Marathon
foam that's upholstered with premium black vinyl for
a lasting fit. The Outcast GT is available for all 2008
and up Touring models, XL '04-'06/'10-'16, all Dynas
'06 and up, and FXST '06 and up with 200mm tire.

LE PERA ENTERPRISES INC.
North Hollywood, California, USA
Tel: 818 767 5110
info@lepera.com
www.lepera.com

http://www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl


4" twin mufflers

Cobra Engineering, California, has these chrome
finished 4" twin mufflers for selected 1995 - 2016
tourers and FL trikes. Featuring rolled and
scalloped outer tips and matching inners, they
incorporate Cobra's exclusive "constant velocity
louvered core," secured on the inside with no
outer screws. DRAG SPECIALTIES, USA,
www.dragspecialties.com

New auxiliary gauges
Dakota Digital has updated the air pressure
and boost gauge in its existing instrument
package with direct plug-in upgrades for
2014-up Harley-Davidson touring models -
both gauges are available with blue or red
LED illumination.
Only one auxiliary gauge may be added to a
bike, and they are designed to replace the
oil temperature gauge in the MCL-3K14
package.
An expansion module is required for each
gauge; MBM-19 (air pressure) or MBM-09
(boost), sold separately. MCL-3K14
gauges are covered by a 24-month
warranty against manufacturer defects;
gauges cannot be used standalone.

DAKOTA DIGITAL INC
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, USA
Tel: 605 332 6513
sales@dakotadigital.com
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Custom bike and parts and accessory designer Rikki
Battistini is capitalizing on the success of his
"drilled" styled parts programs, including his popular
'Chrome and Black' collection, with several new
designs, including these 'C-Thru' and 'Wireframe'
saddlebag latches.
Available for Harley tourers 1993-2013 and
'Rushmore' models 2014-2016, they are precision-
machined from 6061-T6 heat-treated aluminum
alloy in the United States. Available in high gloss
black anodized or with bright dipped chrome plating
and hand-polished, they are a bolt-on fit requiring
no modifications and are backed by a 12 month "no
quibble" warranty on chrome and black finishes.
Also seen here, and available for riders and

passengers, Battistinis 'Wireframe' floorboards.
Mod-free bolt-ons, they are precision CNC-machined
from 6061-T6 heat -treated aluminum in the United
States, for high strength, light weight and durability.
Available in choice of high gloss black anodized or
hand-polished and bright dipped chrome- plated
finish, they are described as "ergonomically
designed for comfort and style."
Measuring 16" long by 5" wide, they have been

machined in two pieces, enabling contrasting color
configurations and feature a non-slip rubber surface.
They install with the factory hardware and fit all
1983-2016 FLST and 1993-2016 FL models.

BATTISTINIS CUSTOM CYCLES
Orange, California, USA
Tel: 949 878 0991
rikki@battistinisusa.com
www.battistinisusa.com

Wireframe style saddlebag latches, black or
chrome, for pre '14 and '14 and up in chrome
on black

See-through style saddlebag latches
14 and up, available in black or chrome

Wireframe style rider floorboards for all '83-
'16 FLST and '93-'16 FL models. Also available
for passengers

Wireframe style fork boots - over eight hours
of 5-Axis machine time is needed to create
these "one of a kind parts." Seen here in
choice of chrome or black for '14-'16 Tourers;
also available for '93-13
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accessory designs
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Handlebar risers and
TBW/conventional
throttle tubes 

Lake Havasu City, Arizona based parts and
accessory manufacturer Joker Machine is
offering universal 7/8" handlebar 2" risers,
precision CNC machined from a solid block
of 6061 billet aluminum for the maximum in
strength. 
The dual top clamp gives a unique racer-
style design while keeping the assembly
lightweight, yet heavy duty. They can be
used on virtually any motorcycle due to the
universal internal mounting bolt design.
Available in hard black or clear anodized
finishes, the riser base accepts 1/2" and
12mm Allen head screws; a 10mm Allen bolt
adapter is sold separately. 
Also seen here, Joker Machine is offering a
fully CNC machined throttle tube with
precision diamond knurl pattern and
vintage style radial rubber grips.
The precision bore finish and hard black
anodized finish results in an exceptionally
smooth action and durable non-slip grip
performance - for even better results just
add a light coating of lithium grease.
Made for 1" diameter handlebars, they fit
1983 to present Harley-Davidson and
aftermarket throttle housings and cables
and are also available for fly-by-wire
throttle assemblies - add your choice of
black, red, natural or white radial rubber
grips for further quality, durability and
comfort.

JOKER MACHINE
Lake Havasu City, Arizona, USA
Tel: 909 596 9690
sales@jokermachine.com
www.jokermachine.com

Contoured primary system
for 2007 and up
Last month AMD featured the new Tech
Cycle 'Twister' primary drive system for 4-
speed transmissions.
The Penndel, Pennsylvania based
manufacturer is also offering a contoured
primary drive system which Tech Cycle says
"offers a totally new style in the world of
primary belt drives."
The solid one-piece 6061-T651 aluminum
construction provides "excellent torsional
and lateral support with its
multi-layer design and striking
curves." The system is complete
with Tech Cycle's 'Cyclone'
clutch in either a 2" or 3"
version. It is available in Stealth
black anodized, raw, polished or
fully chrome-plated finishes.
Systems are available for 2006
Dyna and 2007 and later Softail,
Dyna and FL models, optional
belt guards are available.
Tech Cycle say that for more
than twenty years they have
"manufactured and serviced the
industry with 4-, 5- and 6-speed

electric start kits, high torque gear
reduction starters and primary drive
systems for Harley-Davidson motorcycles
ranging from 1936-2016."  

TECH CYCLE PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
Penndel, Pennsylvania, USA
Tel: 215 702 8324
info@techcycle.com
www.techcycle.com

Python True Dual headers
Drag Specialties is offering these Python branded true
dual headers in chrome or black as options to
complete a touring model exhaust system with true
duals, whether the bike is already equipped with
Python brand mufflers or is still running the stock
mufflers.
Said to dramatically increase power either way, and
cut down on the heat the stock system generates on
the right-hand side, the 220 degree full-coverage
heat shields for the 13/4" head pipes make the

system blue-proof - they accept ‘09-‘15 OEM style
mufflers (conversion kit needed for 2010 FLHX/FLTRX
with factory 2:1 systems), and an adapter kit is
available for use on ‘09-‘13 FL trike models.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
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Accu-Tune fuel injection
auto-tuning
Daytona Twin Tec has updated its auto-tuning fuel
injection system functionality with Accu-Tune, said to
be "the only system that offers real-time and
continuous auto-tuning with monitoring, control and
override capability."
The company says that the user-friendly PC link
software features 3-D graphics and easy spreadsheet
editing capabilities so, for example, a block of cells
in the advance table takes only a few mouse clicks.
The only system with built-in data logging that helps
diagnose real world problems, they are easy to install
- just replace the stock ECM and O2 sensors and
follow the detailed instructions - and easily
accommodate any future changes to the bike.
Available in Alpha N or Speed Density, with a special
version for turbo and supercharger applications,
there are model-specific configurations for 2001 -

2011 Twin Cams and 2007 - 2013 Sportsters that
use the 36 pin Delphi system with J1850 data bus;
2002 - 2014 V-Rods; 2012 - 2014 Dyna and Softail
models with CAN data bus; 2014 Sportsters; 2008 -
2013 touring models with J1850 data bus and 2014
tourers with CAN data bus.
Daytona Twin Tec support installers with
"knowledgeable and prompt telephone technical
support" during normal business hours with a "real
person, who will put you in contact with a
technician," and back up all their products with a
three-year limited warranty.

DAYTONA TWIN TEC
South Daytona, Florida, USA
Tel: 386 304-0700
allen@daytona-twintec.com
www.daytona-twintec.com

2001-2011 Twin Cams and
Sportsters using 26 pin

Delphi system with J/850 data
bus and 2002-2014 V-Rods

2008-2013 Touring models with J1850 data bus
2012-2014 Dyna and Softail models with CAN
data bus and 2014 Sportsters

2014 Touring models with J1850 data bus

http://www.wheelspoint.de
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Ciro mufflers and patent-
pending 'Tri-Bar' air cleaners

More new parts and accessory designs released by
Hudson, Wisconsin based Ciro include further air
cleaner designs, featuring a new high-flow, ultra-
low profile filter element made for Ciro to their
own specifications. 
Seen here in black and chrome, Ciro's patent-
pending Tri-Bar design is said to be a full one and a
quarter inches thinner than stock, but they are said
to nonetheless "flow significantly more air than
stock air cleaners" and feature improved leg
clearance. The re-usable oiled cotton special Tri-Bar
filter breaths from the top and both sides to
increase air flow.
Also seen here, this patent-pending Ciro throttle
body servo cover design will fit over the stock
throttle body, servo motor and wiring, and is
available for 2008-2013 and 2014 and up FLHT,
FLHR, FLHX and FLTR models.
Ciro has also extended its range of exhaust options
with these 3000 series mufflers and tips, said to
offer a "deep and mellow sound" with stainless
steel wrapped tuned baffle for "optimum
performance." The Megaphone muffler design
features a double wall construction that is said to
help reduce heat.

The mufflers are available in chrome or black with
six different styles of easy-install tips - black billet
diffuser, carbon fiber/stainless steel and chrome
"cocktail shaker" tips seen here.

CIRO
Hudson, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 715 808 0027
info@ciro3d.com
www.ciro3d.com

Cocktail shaker tips

Machine tips

Carbon tips

Slanted tips

Ciro's TT mufflers feature
double all construction to
eliminate the blueing and
chrome discoloration 
that is common 
with other 
megaphone 
designs

Throttle body servo cover for '08-'13' and ‘14 and
up FLHT, FLHR, FLHX and FLTR

Ciro's patent-pending 'Tri-Bar' air cleaner design
features a high-flow, ultra-low profile filter element

Bad Dad forward controls
Fort Wayne, Indiana based custom Bagger
parts and conversions specialist Bad Dad
has new forward control kits for tourers and
Softails that are designed to "clean up the
factory brake and shift assemblies."
Custom-machined from 6061 billet
aluminum and finished in either black
powdercoat or chrome, the kit includes the
entire shift arm and brake arm assemblies
for installing this set-up on any Bagger
project. Bad Dad's shift and brake pegs
feature inset rubber which looks great,
provides superior grip, and they match Bad
Dad's line of custom floorboards.
Other recent new products that the
company will be showcasing at V-Twin Expo
include their range of custom fender styles,
choice of stretched or shaved hard bags,
seats, speaker lid kits, taillights and
exhausts - check out their hard bag
compatible turn-down slip-ons.

BAD DAD INC.
Fort Wayne, Indiana, USA
Tel: 260 407 2000
sales@baddad.com
www.baddad.com
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DP offering upgraded "quiet
and dust free" pads and
stainless steel rotors
DP Brakes, the pioneer and long-time
industry leader in sintered metal braking
technology, has announced they are
offering quiet and dust free fitments for all
2016 and earlier Harley-Davidsons. 
Larry Mills, President of DP Brakes North
America, said, "Sportsters, Dynas, Softails,
FLHs, and V-Rods can all be equipped with
DP Brakes. Our fitment list covers Harleys
dating back to the early 1970s. We have
also added fitments for all the new Street
Glide Trikes and Softail models with new
calipers. 

"In addition, DP brakes are fitted as original
equipment on all Performance Machine and
HHI (Hawg Halters) calipers. Plus, they are
very popular with those dealers who service
police bikes and H-D rental companies
worldwide."
According to Mills, DP957, 962, 986 and 987
are the popular DP brakes replacements for
the newer than 2000 calipers.
"After extensive Dyno and highway testing,

the results once again proved that DP brake
pads have shorter stopping distances and
improved overall performance," Mills
added. Noted for their fade-free
performance under all conditions "they are
quiet, dust free and non-abusive to the
rotors."
And speaking of rotors, DP has also
announced that after their "overwhelming
success" with their initial offerings, they are
expanding their line of replacement high
quality stainless steel rotors for Harley
applications in 2016.
"Since the introduction of our OEM
replacement stainless steel rotors for
Harleys in 2013, we have seen excellent
interest and demand for our late model
fitments for 2000 onwards," says Mills.
"Therefore we have expanded our line to
cover models prior to 2000 to complete the
line-up." 
Mills adds, "All DP rotors are designed
specifically to provide the rider with
improved feel, increased stopping power
and an overall upgrade in braking

performance. Produced from high quality
410 stainless steel, they are 100% laser-cut
for precise fitment and Blanchard ground
for true flatness and an attractive finish."
Mills concluded, "We are also proud to say
that all our rotors are "Made in the USA."
The combination of our industry-leading
sintered brake pads and these new stainless
rotors will significantly improve the overall
braking system of your customers' Harleys."

DP BRAKES
Lancaster, New York, USA
Tel: 716 681 8806
dpbrakestm@aol.com
www.dp-brakes.com
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Are you hooked?
Sometimes it’s the simple things that make all the
difference!
All OptiMate battery charging, diagnostic and
maintenance products delivered since 2008 come
standard with integrated wall mounts neatly
positioned around the cables’ entry/exit points,
allowing the charger to be securely mounted, even
to 'stud' walls.
However, many such products seem to spend most
of their time living on the floor, next to the vehicles
whose batteries are receiving "the best care in the
world." OptiMate battery chargers are fully sealed
so it doesn't hurt them - they would continue
working even if covered in dust or dirt, or at worst if
liquid is spilt all over them.
However, it leaves the cables getting mixed up and
the units getting kicked around and causing trip
hazards. Indeed brand owner TecMate say that they
have seen so many technicians who have tried to
improvise a way of hanging their OptiMates up in the
workshop that they have decided to re-invent that
particular wheel once and for all!
Step forward the OptiMate HOOK!
It  easily attaches to the charger, and then the unit
can be hung pretty much anywhere - including from
the handlebar - so it is in full view, at a convenient
height, with all the functions and features easy to see
and access, including being able to monitor the
charge progression and battery condition as
displayed on the OptiMate LED panel. 
OptiMate HOOK fits any OptiMate charger with
integrated wall-mounts and attaches to one of the

charger's integrated wall-mounts (typically at the AC
cable entry end), with a second optional attachment
to the cable itself. 
Even better - slots are provided to bundle and store
excess cable on the HOOK. Now why can't everything
in life be so simple!

TECMATE
Tienen, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)16 805440
www.tecmate.com

'WTF' Shovel-style
rocker covers
French nostalgia-style parts and accessory
manufacturer EMD (Esteves Motorcycle Design) has
introduced 'WTF' cast aluminum Shovelhead styled
rocker covers for Evo Sportsters and 1340 Evo Big
Twins.
Created as an homage to Harley's iconic Shovelhead
engines, EMD say that their WTF Shovel rocker box
covers "will give modern Harleys that Seventies
flavor."
They are a direct bolt-in replacement for the OEM
top rocker boxes and extend down over the lower
rocker boxes to create the Shovelhead illusion.
Original hardware and gaskets are compatible and

the overall dimensions are identical to the stock
design.
They are available in raw casting or black finish and
are the latest EMD design in a range of retro-themed
cast components that includes cam covers, primary
covers, fork shrouds, headlight buckets and more. 

ESTEVES MOTORCYCLE DESIGN
St Chély d’Apcher, FRANCE
Tel: 33 (0)6 07 58 19 35
esteves5@wanadoo.fr
www.estmd.com
www.emd-part-usa.com

"Cruisin' Peg"
styles 
Aeromach USA, of Charlotte, N.C., is now
shipping its patented "Cruisin' Pegs" for
stock Harley-Davidson motorcycles using
the Half Moon and tapered footboards -
they are designed to mount to the bottom
of stock footboards. 
"Aeromach has been manufacturing billet
motorcycle accessories in the US since 1999,
and feedback from Harley riders convinced
us that there is demand for these additional
design versions," says Paul Aiken, owner of
Aeromach. Machined from T6-6061 aircraft
quality billet aluminum, the arms are
adjustable in three positions for optimal
rider comfort and available in either Flame,
smooth or ball milled finish. All the required
hardware is supplied in stainless steel.

AEROMACH USA, LLC
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
Tel: 704 599 1333
sales@aeromach.net
www.aeromach.net

Driveline upgrade for
FXR and Tourers
Paughco has designed this unique "5-speed
swingarm upgrade kit" for use on popular FXR
and touring models. The kit is said to
"significantly enhance both the feel and function
of the driveline by replacing old style OEM parts
with high-tech spherical bearings and CNC
precision-machined spacers and collars." The
conversion fits all FXR and Touring models from
1980 through 2001.  PAUGHCO, USA,
www.paughco.com
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MC Baggers EZ-ON mod-free
rake kits
Having made their debut at V-Twin Expo in 2014, it
has been a big year for the designer and engineer
Hyun Lee, with his revolutionary and patented EZ-
ON rake kit for baggers having achieved TUV
approval in the notoriously demanding German
market, and having won many admirers in the
custom bagger and aftermarket parts markets.
Having also introduced an ABS bearing that solves
the problems of wheel size/distance travelled
readings and calibrations on custom baggers where

the wheels have been upgraded, V-Twin Expo 2016
will see Hyun return with no less than three project
bikes on show.
Central to the success of the EZ-ON kit is the fact that
it allows the proper trail to be achieved without
cutting the neck. Being showcased on a 2013 Road
King Classic, MC Baggers’ 23" EZ-ON kit doesn't
require a custom fender and expensive paint job -
the stock fender can be retained as the kit includes
fender brackets and hardware to accept it.
Getting the trail spot-on is critical to safe handling.
It eliminates the high-speed wobble than can occur
when only the triple tree is changed. The EZ-ON kit
gives five full inches of fender travel and better
ground clearance than stock.
The 2013 Road King also has an MC Baggers
headlight bezel installed, a Trask fiberglass spoiler,
the stock factory fender on a 23" DNA fat spoke
wheel and a Vee Rubber whitewall tire.
The 26 inch kit (in silver finish) has been installed on
a 2014 Street Glide with the MC Baggers headlight
bezel and V1.0 steel chin spoiler, a 26 inch Russ
Wernimont fender and 26 inch Renegade wheel.
The 2015 Road Glide Special seen here has the 30
inch version of the kit - in black finish - with an MC
Baggers 2014 and up fairing mount, V2.0 steel chin
spoiler, and RWD 30 inch fender and 30 inch wheel
and rotors combo from Metalsport Wheels.

MC BAGGERS
Seoul, SOUTH KOREA
Tel: +1 919 647 4601
sales@mcbaggers.com
www.mcbaggers.com
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2015 Road Glide with 30" kit

2013 Road King with 23" kit

2014 Street Glide with 26" kit
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Motorized tire changer with
28" wheel option
Introduced in 2005, the COATS RC-200/EX is one of
the most popular tire changers on the market. Now
with added quantities of protective pieces including
10 tire iron sleeves, 2 bead loosener shoe socks, 4
wheel grippers and 4 duck-head protective inserts, it
can service virtually any motorcycle/ATV tire and
wheel application "including the big, wide and
tough to service tires found on today’s custom
bikes," says Andy Carlson of motorcycle workshop
equipment specialist The Carlson Company of
Rancho Santa Margarita in California.
Offering a "RoBo Arm" that mechanically assists the
mounting and de-mounting of stiff side wall and low
profile tires, the American made design features
newly developed custom engineered, 3-position
motorcycle rim clamps that provide extra clearance
for sprockets and your choice of three optimized
positions. "The RC-200 EX can clamp rims up to 23"
in standard configuration, and they work just as well
for smaller ATV rims down to 6", so you can handle
virtually any wheel that rolls in," says Andy.
For larger wheels additional clamps are available as
an option that will accommodate up to 28" diameter
wheels and handle the 330 and 360 series tires.
Optimized for motorcycle wheels with a contoured
pad and back-up system, the superior bead
loosening has two positions for wide chopper tires
or very narrow tires to minimize the risk of wheel
damage during service. The manual drop center aid
further reduces the effort needed for tough tires, and
the design provides complete protection for
expensive, delicate wheels with bead loosener socks,
clamp booties and lift tool protection, helping to
prevent the metal-to-metal contact that causes
scratching or marring.
It handles narrow and wide tires with ease, and the new gear reduction turntable protects expensive

rims and gives the operator more torque at lower
rpms for more precise control over larger installs. The
new rim clamp pressure control system indicates the
amount of pressure being applied to the motorcycle
rim. Pressure can be adjusted with onboard
regulator.

THE CARLSON COMPANY
Rancho Santa Margarita, California, USA
Tel: 949 768 3333
sales@thecarlsoncompany.com
www.thecarlsoncompany.com

Dynojet
'Target Tune'

Las Vegas based Dynojet's 'Target Tune' allows the
factory ECM to interpret and use wideband 02 sensor
signals and achieve real time target fuel table
calibration.
It retains the OEM closed-loop and achieves
'adaptive' fuel control strategy, learning and using
VE table corrections and the bike which is ridden.
It does not interfere with the dealer diagnostic or
service tools, includes OEM style connectors to plug
into the 2 or 4 pin version factory 02 harness, and is
available with or without the 02 sensor.
Applications include selected '07 - '16 Dressers/
Tourers, '12 - '16 V-Rods, '14 - '16 Sportsters and
2015/2016 XG500/750s. Available through Drag
Specialties.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Noted for their selection of steel fenders,
including their five axis laser-cut drawn
14 gauge steel 'Wrap', 'Combo' and 'FL'
series 26 inchers for all 2013 and older
FLH models (2014 and up kits available
soon), Canadian parts and accessory
specialist B'COOL Products of Prescott,
Ontario, is also now offering 180-330 tire
rear fenders for rigid or swingarm mount
applications. 
They are made from 10 or 11 gauge cold
rolled steel for maximum strength or in
1/8" aluminum for extremely lightweight

installations. All fenders are available in
Pro-Builder blanks or cut to order for the
customer’s requirements.

B'COOL PRODUCTS
Prescott, Ontario, CANADA
Tel: 613 802 2665
info@bcoolproducts.com
www.bcoolproducts.com
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Italian made
organic and
sintered
brake pads
Italian brakes specialist Newfren has updated its brake
pads programs with new compounds and applications,
offering its distributors access to a comprehensive
range with coverage for most popular makes and
model of cruisers, street bikes and off-roaders.
Their Road Line now features a single premium R01
Sintered Race formula that Newfren say is developed
for high-performance and race applications. 
Described as an "innovative sintered racing titanium

technology" with a friction coefficient HH+ rating, it
features a new Zirconium ceramic "NWF Pro Tech"
heat shield.
The company has two lines of sintered and organic
pads for street bikes - the TT Pro range, which is said
to be ideal for track and road use and is recommended
for the new generation of high-performance street
bikes and the Touring range - specially formulated for
long distance riding, they are said to offer durability,
comfort and stability in dry and wet conditions.
Seen here, their 'BH' organic and 'SH' sintered pads for
Harley-Davidson applications.
Founded in the 1950s by Alessandro Barbero, Newfren
were innovators and early adopters of a number of new
brake technologies, such as bonded friction material,
gravity and high- pressure die casting, and brake shoes
without rivets.
The company is still in family ownership with Valter
Barbero at the helm and has just completed a 24
month, multi-million Dollar investment program in new
manufacturing technology at its 65,000 sq ft
facilty/100,000 sq ft site at Cirie near Turin, where they
make brake pads, shoes, backing plates, clutch plates
and parts and brake discs and assemblies.

NEWFREN S.r.l.
Cirié (TO), ITALY
Tel. +39 011 9200 111
info@newfren.org
www.newfren.it

Direct bolt-on 6
degree tree kits
Drag Specialties is offering these Hawg Halters direct
bolt-on 6 degree triple tree kits for use with 23" front
wheels.
A mod-free install, they position the front wheel
some 2" forward, use stock length fork covers (fork
extensions are not required) and fork travel limiters
to prevent fender interference. The headlight angle
can be adjusted without the need of a headlight
bezel kit.
The 6 degree triple tree results in maintaining the
stock trail geometry and produces responsive and
stable handling that is often better than stock and
retains full stock fork lock functionality. The kit for
'14 - '16 models incorporates and enhances the
updated triple tree clamp.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

'Road Rage' III 2-into-1
with stepped headers
Bassani Xhaust has announced a significant
upgrade to its 'Road Rage' 2-into-1
complete exhaust systems for 1991-2016
Dyna models.
The equal length header pipes step from 1
3/4" to 1 7/8" and use an "advanced merge
collector design that is proven to maximize
performance", according to the company.
Hand-TIG welded 304 stainless steel
construction is said to make this a robust
and durable system. It ships with 18mm
ports with 12mm adapters and plugs, and
features a brushed finish, a partial heat

shield, which allows for better ground
clearance, which means the head pipes can
be brought up more under the (mid or
forward) controls, and an aggressive short
upswept megaphone with removable baffle
and end cap is said to "provide Dyna riders
with the kind of power and performance"
they want.

BASSANI XHAUST
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 630 1821
motorcycle@bassani.com
www.bassanipipes.com
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Compton, California based DNA Specialty has added
to its program of trike axle assembly kits with these
new options, featuring a CNC machined steel gear
housing constructed with 48 'spider' gears. 
Axle options include belt drive 70th x 1 1/2 or 1 1/8
teeth and chain sprocket; conversions are available for
Softail, Dyna, Sportster and Touring models. The axles
are shipped in a gloss black powdercoat finish with
the swingarms in raw finish. The kits include two or
four piston brake calipers, with rotors.
Also seen here, DNA's "superior" fat spoke
'Mammoth' wheels are said to be the "most
affordable radial laced wheels available on the market
today. For 2016 we have our new 26" 'Mammoth'
wheels available for Touring and Softail models.
Several upgrade options are available, from designer
spokes to countless powdercoat color choices. All our
'Mammoth' wheels are sealed for tubeless
application."
DNA's 52 'Mammoth' spoke wheels feature signature
spoke wheel designs such as their Diamond, Twisted,
Tear Drop and new EVO contrast spoke, in sizes from
16 x 3.5 to 26 x 3.5, including ultra-fat 18 x 10.5 and

ultra skinny 21 x 2.15; all available with matching
rotors and a 'Mammoth' spoke pulley.
All the spokes and nipples are in highly polished
stainless steel, with triple chrome-plated spun steel
rims and forged 6061 aluminum billet alloy hubs and
DNA's own double sealed bearings.
DNA also has new forged 6061 billet aluminum wheel
designs for 2016, including their 'Rave' and 'Virus'
designs in 17 sizes from 16 x 3.5 to their massive 30
x 4, including ultra-fat 18 x 13 and ultra-skinny 21 x
2.15; with matching rotors, pulleys and sprockets. 

DNA SPECIALTY
Compton, California, USA
Tel: 310 767 4070
info@dnaspecialty.com
www.dnaspecialty.com
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New heat-treated steel retainers

"Brand new state of the art finite element analysis software" has allowed
Kibblewhite Precision Machining to reduce the mass of their heat-treated steel
retainers. Weight-reducing holes have been added to the steel retainers without
sacrificing any strength or durability. All shoulders and cross-sections were also
analyzed for other opportunities to further reduce mass. These efforts led to mass reductions of up to
28 grams per set; available for Shovelhead, Panhead, Knucklehead, Evolution, Sportster, Twin Cam and
Sportster 833cc. KIBBLEWHITE PRECISION MACHINING INC, USA, www.kpmi.us

Trike axle conversions
and 26 inch 'Mammoth'
spoke wheels

http://www.darkhorsecrankworks.com
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Merrillville, Indiana based manufacturer
Rush Racing Products have re-engineered
their popular Harley true duals for Indian
models - available for '14-'16 Chieftain,
Classic, Vintage, and the '15-'16
Roadmaster and Dark Horse models. 
They are offered in both show quality
chrome and black, with the mufflers sold
separately. The head pipes are fully
ceramic coated inside and outside to
provide a cooler exhaust system and
improved comfort. Rush say they
recommend the use of only their own
proprietary design 2.25" or 2.50" baffles
with the true duals "for the best sound,
optimized performance and ease of
tuning."
Rush is noted for several firsts in the
motorcycle exhausts industry, with cutting
edge manufacturing technology and

design. They were the first company to
introduce an all one-piece muffler shell,
allowing them to eliminate any weld at the
inlet, yielding significant improvements in
durability and appearance, and also first in
the industry to offer interchangeable
baffles designed for specific performance
and sound - allowing riders to change the
sound and performance of their exhaust
without purchasing another new set of
mufflers.
Rush has achieved popularity with its
'Wrath' headers, a new three-step, 2-into-1
design that flows exhaust gasses from a
1.75 inch pipe diameter at the cylinder
head before opening out to a 1.875 inch
and then 2 inch diameter before joining a
2.5 or 3 inch collector - especially valuable
technology for big inch motor builds,
engines with 10.5:1 compression and bikes
with forced air induction, with the 3 inch
collector 'SS' model designed specifically
for heavily modified
engine builds.
Late 2014 saw Rush
introduce its 'War
Horse' slip-ons for

improved torque and horsepower on
selected Chief Classic, Chief Vintage,
Chieftain and Roadmaster Indian
Motorcycle models in a choice of chrome
or black, and last year the company added
an Indian Scout application to round off its
slip-on offer - all featuring their
interchangeable baffles.
Distributed by Mid-USA Motorcycle
Products and Biker's Choice, Rush is
displaying on the Tucker Rocky/Biker's
Choice booth at this year's 16th annual V-
Twin Expo at Cincinnati.

RUSH RACING PRODUCTS
Merrillville, Indiana, USA
Tel: 219 942 0069
sales@rushracingproducts.com
www.rushracingproducts.com

Rush Racing Products now offers
True Duals for Indian models

Rush Racing's 'Wrath' headers feature a three-step,
2-into-1 design and choice of S-model 2.5 inch and
SS-model 3 inch collectors that are said to be ideal
for heavily modified motors and designed to accept
up to a 3-inch baffle and 4-inch muffler for
optimized big-inch engine flow and performance

True duals for Indian models - available for '14-
'16 Chieftain, Classic, Vintage and the '15-'16
Roadmaster and Dark Horse models

Rush Racing's 'War
Horse' slip-ons
feature their
proprietary

interchangeable
baffle technology

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

VICTORY & INDIAN
PROGUIDE
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PM Xtreme Machine
for Chieftain

Performance Machine says it now
offers a choice of its six most popular
CNC machined forged wheel designs
for the Indian Scout, and an
additional four of their more
aggressively styled Xtreme Machine
brand best sellers. Additionally PM
says it also now have its 'MAX HP' air
cleaner available for Indian Scout
applications.
PERFORMANCE MACHINE, USA,
www.performancemachine.com,
www.xtrememachineusa.com

Prairie bars
for Indian
Chief

Mitchell, South Dakota based Klock Werks' new
Prairie bars for Indian Chief models are said to
"combine traditional beach bar styling with a more
comfortable, relaxed riding position."
"At Klock Werks we take our commitment to our
customers seriously. You can have a customized look
that suits your style, and actually improves your ride.
You don’t have to sacrifice one for the other," says
Brian Klock, President of Klock Werks.
The bars are available in chrome or black for 2015
and later Indian Chief Classic and Chief Vintage and
are wider and lower than the stock bars, with 3"
more pullback for reduced reach to the handgrips
and controls. They ship as a "fit kit" that includes the
necessary (black) cables.

KLOCK WERKS
Mitchell, South Dakota, USA
Tel: 605 996 3700
info@kustomcycles.com
www.kustombaggers.com

'Jack' pipe for Scouts

Rogue Pipe Works (RPW USA) of North Bend, Oregon, has released this new full exhaust system for the
Indian Scout and Indian Scout 60. Called the ‘Jack’, it was designed for a custom Indian hill climb bike
(the 'Black Hills Beast') and on display with Indian Motorcycles last summer in Sturgis.  Now available
to dealers, the ‘Jack’ pipe is "beautifully crafted, polished stainless steel, loaded with power and torque
and a pipe that the Indian Scout rider will love."  Made to fit with or without saddlebags. 
ROGUE PIPE WORKS, USA, www.rpwusa.net

Victory driving light mount

Rice Lake, Wisconsin based Big Bike Parts has introduced this compact driving light mount for Victory
Cross Country and Magnum models. Positioned in-line with the headlight for a "true driving light
experience," they are in a steel housing with a built-in visor on the bezel and are said to "provide a
clean look by attaching to the existing turn signal mounts." Available with either 3 ½" visored Halogen
or LED lights, or as mounts only, to use with existing lights, they come complete with wiring and custom
switch for the Victory fairing. BIG BIKE PARTS, USA, www.bigbikeparts.com
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DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK
Canada
Parts Canada

Tel: (403) 250 6247

New Zealand
Australia
Performance Cycle 
Wholesale-NZ

Tel: 006493081634

Japan
Neo Factory

Tel: 0081432128082

Three Miles Trade 
Tel: 0081252312811

Europe
Custom Chrome 
Europe-Germany

Tel: 0049 671 88888 - 0

W&W Cycles-Germany
Tel: 0049 931 250 6116

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000

Zodiac Int.-NL
Tel: 0031 297 284 821

USA
Bikers Choice
Tel: 817 258 9030

Drag Specialties
Tel: 608 758 1111

MC Advantages
Tel: 800 726 9620

MID-USA 
Tel: 314 351 3733

Tedd Cycle
Tel: 845 565 2806

TEC Dist. 
Tel: 978 352 4710

INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE
THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA
CASSONS PTY. LTD.
Tel: 2 888 2 1900

Email: cassons@cassons.com.au

AUSTRIA
ZODIAC ÖSTERREICH
TEL: 0676 486 40 65

Email: zodiac-oesterreich@zodiac.nl

FRANCE
ZODIAC FRANCE
Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl
FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15
Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY
ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02137 78740
Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN
ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 758451
Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY
ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE
PRODUCTS HUNGARY
Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Email: zodiac-hungary@zodiac.nl

ITALY
ZODIAC ITALIA
Tel: 3426 561527

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

POLAND
ZODIAC POLAND

Tel: +48 502 645 988
Email:  zodiac-poland@zodiac.nl 

SPAIN
ZODIAC ESPANA
Tel: 96 81 42067

Email: zodiac-espana@zodiac.nl

SWITZERLAND
AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678
Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch

www.zodiac.nl 

Australia

Rollie’s Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada

Power Twins 
Tel: 403 250 6611

Germany

Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000

W & W Cycles
Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands

Motorcycle Storehouse BV
Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

New Zealand
Performance Cycle 

Wholesale
Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA

Bikers Choice
Tel: (800) 347 8080

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Tec Dist. 
Tel: (800) 356 0043

www.barnettclutches.com

DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK

w

TecMate (International) SA BELGIUM www.tecmate-int.com
TEL: 0032 (0)16 805440 FAX: 0032 (0)16 805441

SALES@TECMATE-INT.COM

AUSTRALIA - A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS

T. (61) 7 3806 1800 sales@a1accessory.com.au

AUSTRIA -SCHUMOTO KG

T. (43)(732)757080 office@schumoto.at

BELGIUM - BIKE DESIGN BVBA

T. (32)(52) 453361 info@bike-design.be

BULGARIA – SENAX LTD.

T. (359)29441011 office@senax.bg

CROATIA - NOVEMA NOVA D.O.O

T. (385) 47715930 info@novema-nova.hr

CYPRUS - J.L. MOTORACE LTD (MOTORCYCLE)

T. (357)(22)752234 motorace@cytanet.com.cy

CZECH REP. - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

DENMARK - NELLEMAN & DREWSEN APS 

T. (45)(8743) 5433 pb@nellemanhandel.dk

ESTONIA - OÜ HELADORA LLC

T. (372) 5285672 rain@motopood.ee

FINLAND - OY BRANDT A/B

T. (358)(9)895501 ulf.bjorklund@brandt.fi

FRANCE - MORACO SAS

T. (33)(3)85 51 45 30 info@moraco.fr

GERMANY - ECON WERKST.-AUSRÜSTUNGS

T. (49)(2689) 928747 info@econ-wa.de

GERMANY - HERMANN HARTJE GMBH

T. (49)(42) 51 811 273 info@hartje.de

GERMANY - LANGENSCHEIDT GMBH

T. (49)23 63 36 18-0 info@langenscheidt-gmbh.de

GERMANY - PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH 

T. (49)(40)248 277 0 info@pwonline.de

GERMANY - SCHÜLLER MOTORRADTEILE

T. (49)(6245)994 79 10 info@enuma.de

GREAT BRITAIN - PROBIKE SHADOWFAX 

T. (44)(1604)660555 sales@probike.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN - MOTOHAUS POWERSPORTS 

T. (44)(1256)704909 sales@motohaus.com

GREECE - EKON TEKNIC

T. (30)(210)9221500 info@ekon.gr

HOLLAND - HOCOPARTS B.V.

T. (31)(342) 412290 info@hocoparts.com

HUNGARY - DOVER KFT

T. (36)(1)2392202 csaba@doverkft.hu

ICELAND - NITRO SPORT EHF.

T. (354)-55 74 848 ragnar@nitro.is

IRELAND - 

INTERCONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

T. (353)(1)8344 289 andy@idl-dublin.ie

ISRAEL - A.E. MOTORCYCLE

T. (972)(50)271923 ae_motor@netvision.net.il

ITALY - SOCIETÀ GENERALE RICAMBI

T. (39)(051)722557 DelucaR@sgr-it.com

JAPAN - OKADA CORPORATION

T. (81)(3)5473-0371 j.sumiyoshi@okada-corp.com

KUWAIT -TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES

T. (965)2405194 shams@tristarkw.com

LATVIA - MAXMOTO

T. (371)-67 81 78 16 andris.krumins@maxmoto.lv

MALTA - MAGAZA MOTORCYCLE SERVICES

T. (356)21443716 mazaga@maltanet.net

MOROCCO - SHENO

T. (212) (0)5 22 35 97 16 larichimed@sheno.ma

NEW ZEALAND - NORTHERN ACCESSORIES

T. (64)(9)276-6453 steven@northacc.co.nz

NORWAY - SPARE PARTS SERVICE AS

T. (47)(64)837500 jang@sps.no

PHILIPPINES - STRONGHAND INC.

T. (632) 373-2311 open@stronghandinc.com

POLAND - OLEK MOTOCYKLE

T. (48) (33) 810 19 05 import@olekmotocykle.pl

PORTUGAL - JMP EQUIPAMENTOS

T. (351)(232)961841

geral@jmpequipamentos.com

SERBIA - MOTO-BIKE

T. (99)(381)641289979 motobike@ptt.rs

ROMANIA – MOTOBOOM

T. (40) 258734988 contact@motoboom.ro

SINGAPORE - DWA LUBRICANTS PTE LTD

T. (65) 6515-6282 dwa@pacific.net.sg

SLOVAKIA - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

CENTRAL & SOUTH AFRICA, OCEANIA - 

TECMATE SOUTH AFRICA

T. (27)(21)5316087 tecmate@netactive.co.za

SPAIN - EUROMOTO 85, S.A.

T. (34)(936)376 611

euromoto85@euromoto85.es

SWEDEN - MOTOSPEED  AB

T. (46)(21)351925 klarkner@motospeed.se

SWITZERLAND - TECHNOPOLYMER AG

T. (41)(91) 683-0333 

robert.maier@technopolymer.ch

SWITZERLAND - HOSTETTLER AG

T. (41)(41) 926-6111

claudia.shumacher@hostettler.com

TAIWAN - PROMO-TEC INTERNATIONAL

T. (886)(2)2562-7770 pro.motec@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY - VELOMOTO

T. (90)(212)6061707 info@velomoto.com.tr

UAE - TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES DUBAI

T. (971) 4-3330659 floyd@tristaruae.com

USA, CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA 

TECMATE NORTH AMERICA

T. 905 337 2095 sales@tecmate.com

EUROPE - PARTS EUROPE

T. (49)6501 9695 2000 info@partseurope.eu
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SIGN-UP TO THE 
DIGITAL EDITION TODAY
www.amdmag.com

Australia
Rollies Speed Shop

Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada
Preston Cycle Products

Tel:(800) 265 2298
Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858

Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6721 4007 0

DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037

Parts Europe 
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Motorcycle Storehouse 
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775

Zodiac International 
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Custom Chrome
Tel: (800) 729 3332

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Kustomwerks
Tel: (800) 498 4711

MID-USA
Tel: (800) 527 0501

Tedd Cycle
Tel: (914) 565 2806
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Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-

3039777

MCS Spainish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl

Contact: Al Sobel

HELMET CITY
Delray Beach. Florida. USA
Tel. TOLL FREE:  
1-888 550 3731

Tel. Intnl: 1-561 330 3700
Fax: 1-561 330 2501

IMPORTERS &
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
CURRENT

DISTRIBUTORS

CZECH REPUBLIC
Tomás Cerny

Moto Classic, s.r.o
Royal Enfield Pro CR a SR

Tel: 00420 775 997 648
e-mail: info@royal-enfield.cz

NETHERLANDS
Bad Boy Helmets

Tel: 0031 (0)653 119 597

e-mail: info@badboy.nl
www.badboy.nl

SPAIN
GZM/Accessories Unlimited

Tel: 0034 96 6758000
Fax: 0034 96 6758015
e-mail: gzm@gzm.es

www.helmetsales.com

If not, then you need
to stock and sell the

U.S.A’s fastest growing
line of custom helmets
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The entry forms for the 2016 AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike Building
are now ready online for the second
hosting of the event at INTERMOT,
Cologne, Germany, Thursday October
6th - Sunday October 9th.
AMD Magazine is pleased to announce
that Neil "ShowMaster" Blaber will
again oversee the staging, with this
year's AMD World Championship being
the centerpiece of INTERMOT Custom,
the show's all new Hall 10 custom
motorcycle industry showcase.
Neil has been involved in the AMD World
Championship program ever since its
inception in 2004 and will be providing
competitors with the usual high level of
customer service and competition
assistance that has always been a
hallmark of the AMD World
Championship.
This year's class structure features the
prestigious FreeStyle Class from which
the World Champion is selected by the
competitors themselves; plus the always
popular Modified Harley-Davidson,
Street Performance, Retro and

Cafe Racer classes.
This year will see four 'Team America'
builders going to Germany to compete
at the AMD World Championship. 
Following the first annual Championship
of the Americas at AIMExpo at Orlando,
Florida, in October 2015, the S&S Cycle
and Biker's Choice sponsored FreeStyle
class winner there, Jeremy Cupp of LC

Fabrications, has won an expenses paid
trip to take part in the AMD World
Championship at INTERMOT this year.
He will  compete alongside Larry Moore,
of Moore’s Customs, who won expenses
for the trip courtesy of AMD Magazine at
the last AMD World Championship held
in Sturgis in 2012.
That year Larry was second at Sturgis to

Jeremy Cupp, who has kindly agreed to
donate his 2012 Championship winner's
prize to George Stinsman of Chaos Cycle.
The fourth member of 'Team America'
2016 will be Sean Ruddy of Chop Deville,
who won his prize at the Harley Museum
110th Anniversary Pro Invite Show.  
Commenting on the American presence
at this year's AMD World Championship,
Bob Kay, US Program Director for the
World Championship and V-Twin
Director for AIMExpo, said that "our
dream to bring some of America’s best
to Germany for a heads-up custom
competition is finally a reality. 
"Of course we could have never funded
this venture without the help of AMD, the
Harley-Davidson Museum and AIMExpo.
Thanks to AIMExpo and the MIC we will
now always have a minimum team of
two US customizers competing in future
AMD World Championships at
INTERMOT in Germany, as the winners
from the AIMExpo Championship of the
Americas FreeStyle class automatically
progress forward."
Entry forms available at:
www.amdchampionship.com
www.show-master.co.uk

AMD 2016 World Championship entry forms online now,
four-strong 'Team America' headed for INTERMOT in October

2016 AMD World Championship Schedule 
Monday 3rd October Set-up day for the AMD World Championship

(Hall 10, Koelnmesse) and move-in for the bikes 

Tuesday 4th October International press/media day and 
World Championship preview

Wednesday 5th October Open to domestic German and international
trade and VIP visitors 

Thursday 6th October Sunday October 9th - INTERMOT's public 
admission days, when some 200,000 visitors will
visit the booths and cram the aisles

Saturday 8th October World Championship judging day

Sunday 9th October World Championship awards ceremony at 4:00 pm 

Championship of the Americas FreeStyle
Class winner Jeremy Cupp from 

LC Fabrications

Neil
"ShowMaster"

Blaber

Bob Kay, AIMExpo V-twin Director

http://www.kustomtech.eu
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